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Abstract

A high-recycling divertor plasma is treated using a kinetic model to examine magnetic ®eld e�ects on plasma ¯ow. A

plasma equation, which describes electrostatic potential structures in a recycling plasma, is derived in an integro-dif-

ferential form similar to Poisson's equation. The potential drop in the presheath has a dependence on magnetic ®eld

parameters even if the scale length of the magnetic presheath is much smaller than the decay length of neutral density.

As a result of formation of the magnetic presheath, secondary-electron emission coe�cient is limited to a value much

smaller than unity. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Correct understanding of magnetic ®eld e�ects on the

potential formation is necessary to research the particle

and heat transport of a plasma in an edge con®nement

region, in the scrape-o� layer, or in a divertor chamber

of tokamaks. In the magnetic ®eld intersecting equipo-

tential surfaces at a shallow angle, formation mecha-

nisms of the potential are provided by the Lorentz force

[1]. Several papers about the magnetic presheath have

been presented recently, in which characteristics of the

presheath and potential structures were investigated in

detail [2,3].

Limited research e�orts, however, have been con-

ducted in investigating the magnetic ®eld e�ects on the

potential formation in high-recycling plasmas [4]. Sur-

face plasma structures of recycling plasma were calcu-

lated by using kinetic treatment of the transport

equation [5±7]. Solutions were found with a peak and

with a steep gradient in the potential near the plate.

Magnetic ®eld e�ects are predicted to become e�ective

for such a plasma having a steep gradient at the

boundary. These papers, however, did not treat plasma

structures owing to magnetic ®eld e�ects. On the other

hand, the magnetic presheath results in a smaller De-

bye sheath, and the limitation of secondary-electron

emission as discussed by Hobbs and Wesson [9] is re-

lated to the magnitude of the Debye sheath. Then,

formation of the magnetic presheath between a plasma

and target plates is expected to reduce the limited

secondary-emission coe�cient to a value much smaller

than unity.

In this paper, we ®rst formulate the plasma equation

of a recycling plasma on the base of a kinetic treatment.

The plasma equation is numerically solved to study ef-

fects of oblique magnetic ®eld on potential structures.

Next, we examine space-charge limitation of secondary-

electron in¯ux in magnetic ®eld with the shallow angle

of incidence. Limitation of the emission coe�cient to a

value much smaller than unity is shown by the calcula-

tion using the sheath equation.

2. Kinetic model and plasma equation

2.1. Formulation of the plasma equation

We consider a plasma ¯owing along a uniform

magnetic ®eld with shallow angle of incidence and
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striking a plate where it is neutralized. The neutrals

emitted from the plate reenter the plasma and are

reionized. Electron density is assumed to obey the

Boltzmann relation, and distribution function of hot

ions coming from tokamak SOL is taken as a half-

Maxwellian with temperature Th. Coulomb collisions in

the neutral recycling region are neglected on the as-

sumption of kc � ki, kcx,kn for a high-temperature

plasma with T P 25 eV, where kc, ki and kcx are the mean

free paths for Coulomb scattering, ionization and charge

exchange, and kn is the decay length of neutral density.

When the neutral re¯ux becomes large, a single maxi-

mum of the potential is formed in the recycling region as

illustrated in Fig. 1 [5].

Under the collisionless limit, one can derived the

plasma equation on the base of a kinetic analysis using

the drift approximation for ion orbit. The geometry of

the model considered in the present analysis is shown in

Fig. 2. An ion moving with the velocity. mx in the x di-

rection feels variation of the perpendicular electric ®eld

with time. Since the ion polarization-drift velocity is

mp � dE?=dt
xciB

� ÿ mx

xciB
sin hB

d2/
dx2

; �1�

the resultant drift velocity in the x direction is expressed

by

mx � mk cos hB 1� sin2 hBd2/
xciBdx2

� �ÿ1

: �2�

If initial velocity of incoming ion is expressed by

�ux; uy ; uz�, Jacobian o�ux; uy ; uz�=o�mx; my ; mz� � mx=ux is

obtained from constants of motion e � 1=2Mm2 � e/�x�;
py=M � my � xcix sin hB; and pz=M � mz ÿ xciy cos hB.

After averaging over the ion gyromotion, particle den-

sity of incoming hot ions is expressed in the form

nh�x� � 1� sin2 hB

xciB
d2/
dx2

� �Z
uk
vk

fh�u�du

� 1� sin2 hB

xciB
d2/
dx2

� �
n0h�x�:

�3�

The ion density has a dependence on x due to the po-

larization drift.

The kinetic equation of cold ions produced in the

recycling region is simply described by

rmx�x; e; l� ofc�x; e; l; r�
ox

� Sc�x; e; l� ÿ m�x; e; l� fc�x; e; l; r�
kcx�x� ; �4�

using the energy e � 1=2Mm2 � e/, the magnetic mo-

ment l � 1=2Mm2
?=B and the direction of the motion

r � �1 [8]. The neutral density pro®le is modeled by

nn�x� � nn exp x=kn� �, and the mean free paths ki and kcx

are assumed to be in inverse proportion to nn. Multiple

charge-exchange events are considered, but a hot com-

ponent of neutrals is neglected. The particle source of

cold ions produced by ionization or by charge exchange

is given by

Sc�e; l; x� � C0

ki

1� ki

kcx

� y
kcx

� �
� M2

4p�kTc�2
vk exp ÿ �eÿ e/�=kTc� �; x6 0

�5a�

Fig. 1. Sketch of the problem region in an oblique magnetic

®eld with cold-plasma recycling.

Fig. 2. Geometry of the model considered.
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� C0

ki

1� ki

kcx

�2 exp�y=kcx� ÿ 1� ÿ y
kcx

� �

� M2

4p�kTc�2
vk exp ÿ �eÿ e/�=kTc� �; x P 0 �5b�

where y � kn�1ÿ exp�ÿx=kn��, and x� 0 is a point of

the potential maximum, C0 is the particle ¯ux of es-

caping hot ions at x� 0. Distribution function of cold

ions is obtained by integrating the kinetic equation

along the trajectory after averaging over the gyromo-

tion. Particle density of cold ions is expressed in the

integral form with respect to x, e and l.

nc�x� � 1� sin2 hB

xciB
d2/
dx2

� �
2pB
M2

X
r

Z
de
Z

dl
vk�x; e; l�

�
Z

dx0

cos hB

Sc�x0; e; l�
vk�x0; e; l� g�x; x0�

� 1� sin2 hB

xciB
d2/
dx2

� �
n0c�x�;

�6�
where g(x,x0) expresses reduction of fc due to charge-

exchange collisions. Integration over the e-l space can

be performed in the similar manner as described in Ref.

[8].

The integro-di�erential equation for the potential /
so-called plasma equation is obtained from the quasi-

neutrality condition nh + nc� ne in the similar form to

Poisson's equation

Cs sin hB

xci

� �2 e
kTe

d2/
dx2
� n0 exp

e/
kTe

� �
� n0h � n0c
ÿ �ÿ1 ÿ 1;

�7�

where Cs � �kTe=M�1=2
is the ion sound speed. It is seen

from Eq. (7) that the scale length for potential variation

is of the order of Cs sin hB=xci.

2.2. Numerical results of presheath potential

For the purpose of showing magnetic ®eld e�ects on

the potential formation, we solve the plasma equation.

Eq. (7) can be solved numerically by transforming it into

a set of ®nite di�erence equations. The maximum value

of / de®ned to be zero, and the potential at the sheath

edge is determined so that the ion distribution satis®es

the generalized Bohm condition with equality at the

sheath edge. We ®rst solve Eq. (7) for various ratios of

the length qs � Cs=xci to the decay length of the neutrals

kn, neglecting charge-exchange collisions. Re¯ux ratios

of the particle are assumed to be 1 both at the potential

maximum and at the surface material. Steep gradient of

the electrostatic potential is formed near the boundary

as shown in Fig. 3(a). E�ects of charge exchange are

evaluated by solving Eq. (7) for ki � 1:3kcx. A large

potential drop, which is proportional to the value of kn/

kcx, is formed in the recycling region as shown in

Fig. 3(b) to overcome friction caused by charge-ex-

change collisions. Dependence of the potential drop on

the magnetic ®eld strength is shown in Fig. 4. The total

potential drop in the plasma decreases with increasing

qs/kn even if the scale length qs is much smaller than the

decay length of neutrals kn. Velocity of the polarization

drift across magnetic ®eld increases as the potential

gradient becomes steep. This is a reason why the po-

tential drop decreases with increasing of qs/kn. Decre-

ment of the potential drop in the presheath remarkably

a�ects secondary-electron emission coe�cient under the

space-charge limitation as mentioned in the next section.

Fig. 3. Spatial pro®les of the electrostatic potential for various ratios of the length qs � Cs=xci to the decay length of the neutrals kn for

a recycling plasma (a) without charge exchange and (b) with charge exchange. Here, re¯ux ratios of the particle are assumed to be 1

both at the potential maximum and at the surface material.
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Since the electron distribution function is assumed to

be Maxwellian in the present calculation, potential drop

at the presheath j/sj becomes larger than the total po-

tential drop j/wj when the magnetic angle approaches

90°. For large magnetic angles which many tokamaks

can have, one need to treat electron dynamics using a

kinetic model in investigating potential structures of the

transition layer. The electron distribution function will

be modi®ed from a Maxwellian for magnetic angles in

this range. As a result of the modi®cation, the potential

drop at the presheath will be more or less smaller than

that obtained from the present calculation.

3. Space-charge limitation of secondary-electron in¯ow

The magnetic presheath results in a smaller Debye

sheath and the potential drop at the sheath decreases as

the magnetic angle increases. Then, we can expect the

space±charge limitation of the emission coe�cient,

which is related to the potential drop at the sheath, to a

small value when the magnetic angle is close to 90°. To

simplify the analysis, we neglect plasma-neutral inter-

actions in the present section. Ions are assumed to be

cold and to arrive at the entrance of the magnetic pre-

sheath with velocity Cs along magnetic ®eld lines. The

magnetic presheath is formed due to polarization drift of

the ions, and the potential drop at the magnetic pre-

sheath j/sj is determined from the plasma equation. In

the presence of electron emission, the sheath equation

for a plasma with parameters qs � kD � qse is

1

2

ekD

kTe

� �2
d/
dx

� �2

� Mm2
xs

kTe

1ÿ 2e /ÿ /s� �
Mm2

xs

� �1
2

ÿ 1

" #

ÿ 1ÿ c
1ÿ c

Mm2
xs

2e /s ÿ /w� �
� �1

2 1

cos hB

" #

� 1ÿ exp
e /ÿ /s� �

kTe

� �� �
ÿ 2c

1ÿ c
Mm2

xs

2kTe

� �1
2 e /s ÿ /w� �

kTe

� �1
2

� 1ÿ /ÿ /w

/s ÿ /w

� �1
2

" #
1

cos hB
; �8�

where the initial kinetic energy of the secondary elec-

trons is neglected. The potential drop at the sheath

/s ÿ /w, the ion ¯ow velocity at the sheath edge mxs, and

emission coe�cient c under conditions of the space-

charge limitation are obtained from simultaneous

equations, Ji � Je; o�ni ÿ ne�=o/ � 0 at / � /s [9], and

d/=dx � 0 at / � /w. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows results

under the conditions of space-charge limitation. The

limited emission coe�cient decreases from the critical

value cc . 0.8 to a value much smaller than 1 as the

magnetic angle increases from 0° to 90°. The change of

the magnetic presheath potential due to the secondary-

electron emission is negligibly small. Formation of the

Fig. 4. Potential /s at the sheath edge as a function of the scale

length qs.

Fig. 5. (a) Electron emission coe�cient cc. (b) Potentials at the sheath edge and at the wall, /s and /w, as a function of magnetic angle

hB under the conditions of space-charge limitation. Broken lines are results for c� 0.
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magnetic presheath results in e�ective suppression of the

secondary-electron in¯ow.

4. Conclusions

A high-recycling divertor plasma is treated using a

kinetic model to examine magnetic ®eld e�ects on plas-

ma ¯ow. Plasma equation, which describes electrostatic

potential structures of a recycling plasma in magnetic

®eld with shallow angle of incidence, is derived in an

integro-di�erential form similar to Poisson's equation.

The potential drop in the presheath has a dependence on

magnetic ®eld parameters even if the scale length of the

magnetic presheath is much smaller than the decay

length of neutral density. An oblique magnetic ®eld has

dramatic e�ects of preventing secondary electrons from

¯owing through the Debye sheath into the divertor

plasma. The electron emission coe�cient is limited to a

value much smaller than 1 by the space-charge e�ect in

the Debye sheath, which is enhanced due to formation

of the magnetic presheath.
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